INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE
proven to increase
engagement and student
interest, allows for a more
effective learning process

MULTICOLLABORATION FEATURES
allows up to 10 students to collaborate on a
single project at a given time

ANTIREFLECTIVE GLASS
no matter where students sit in a
classroom they will be able to view the
screen

COMPATIBILITY
class lessons can be
downloaded to mobile phones,
tablets and computers, allowing
students the freedom to study
wherever they wish

LATEST PLUG AND PLAY
TECHNOLOGY
used by top schools worldwide, gives
students a next-generation learning
experience

FULL HD IMAGING
brings stunning, high quality
visuals to the classroom
increasing student engagement

Key Features
Premium class Full HD LED-LCD display creates a crystal clear visual experience for
increased engagement.

Technical Specifications

Anti-reflective glass eliminates unwanted reflections and glare, so people positioned at
different angles and distances will have the same visual experience

Screen Size
65" diagonal

Latest Intel technology allows efficient connectivity between digital video and audio systems
and easy upgrade.
Multi-touch features offers different touch input options. The regular touch and touch
gestures such as: zoom, erase, rotate, flick, and more.
Integrated multi-touch sensors allow the user to:

Interface
Touchscreen output through
USB and left and right audio output
Hardware Special Feature
Gesture recognition
Touch Resolution
1920 x 1080

Use the multi-touch features in many programs without special pens,
mouse or keyboard.

Aspect Ratio
16:9

Customize the touch actions and create a personalized interface.

Software
iBoard IWB Software

Open system compatibility, easily connects to an external computer running Microsoft
Windows, Mac OS, or Linux operating systems.
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Computer
Requires an external computer
running either Microsoft Windows,
Mac OS, or Linux operating systems

Contact your distributor or visit
www.iboard.ca for complete
technical information.
Contact your distributor or visit www.iboard.ca for complete technical information

